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CEC: Weekly Engagement Guide-May 3rd-9th  
 

The Power of Humility 
Read the Whole Text: 1 Samuel 1-7 

 

May Memory Verse:  

“The LORD does not look at things people look at. 

People look at the outward appearance, but the 

LORD looks at the heart.”-1 Samuel 16:7b 

Focused Text for this Week: 1 Samuel 2:1,6-10 

1 “There is no one holy like the LORD; 

    there is no one besides you; 

    there is no Rock like our God. 

6 “The LORD brings death and makes alive; 

    he brings down to the grave and raises up. 

7 The LORD sends poverty and wealth; 

    he humbles and he exalts. 

8 He raises the poor from the dust 

    and lifts the needy from the ash heap; 

he seats them with princes 

    and has them inherit a throne of honor. 

“For the foundations of the earth are the LORD’s; 

    on them he has set the world. 

9 He will guard the feet of his faithful servants, 

    but the wicked will be silenced in the place of darkness. 

“It is not by strength that one prevails; 

10     those who oppose the LORD will be broken. 

The Most High will thunder from heaven; 

    the LORD will judge the ends of the earth. 

 

 

1-2 Samuel 

Genre: Historical Writings 

Samuel (originally one book) 

combines solid historical 

memory and even written 

records contemporary with 

the events with skilled literary 

artistry and accurate 

reflections of the social 

worlds both of the events 

themselves and the later 

periods when the documents 

were being compiled. 

Context 

The Land of Israel and 

Canaan around 1000 bc. 

Follows the lives of Samuel, 

Saul and David 

Author 

The prophets Samuel & 

Nathan and other ancient 

editors 

 

Additional Resources 

Watch: 

The Bible Project: “1 Samuel” 
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Questions for Reflection During the Week 

Read the selected texts above throughout the week 

 

What observations, questions or insights do you have after reading 

this text?  

 

What does this text teach you about God? About humans?  

 

Space for Sunday Notes:  

 

 

 

Digging Deeper 
 

Read 1 Samuel 1 

Why is Hannah in distress? 

Which stories does this one 

remind you of? 

What are you waiting on 

God for? Why do you long 

for it? 

Why does Hannah dedicate 

Samuel to the temple? 

How is this story similar and 

different from Jesus’ birth 

story in Luke’s gospel? 

What other observations do 

you have from this text? 

 

 


